Rane Nogales Jazz Ensemble
Rate Sheet Winter Season 2003-2004
Full Ballroom Orchestra – Full horn section, full rhythm section, and
multiple vocal soloists. Unbeatable for posh affairs hosting a ballroom
dance to cap off the evening. Can easily be preceded by a smaller version
of the band for the cocktail and dinner sets.
Duet – Piano and vocals. Appropriately sedate & rich, for cocktails,
dinner, background.
Trio – Vocals, upright bass, piano. Charming, soft, romantic
presentation, suitable for light dancing, also excellent for cocktails,
dinner, background and show.
Quartet – Vocals, upright bass, piano, drums. This is an excellent small
show or dance band. Very entertaining, smooth, swinging, sophisticated
and sexy. Excellent for show, after dinner dance, reception.
Quintet – Vocals, upright bass, piano, drums, saxophone/clarinet. This is
a top notch, sophisticated, romantic after dinner dance band that can be
as out front or in the background as the situation calls for. This band was
the house band at the lovely Majestic Hotel in Anacortes for four years
and is well known for being highly compelling, lively, a great dance or
show band with a sizzling swing. This quintet is a first call band for
many well known hotels and resorts for corporate and private functions
and is asked back year after year to play the holiday and seasonal events.
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RATES – Bellingham/Anacortes/Seattle/Tacoma/Portland
Duet – $350.00
Quartet - $700.00

Trio - $525.00
Quintet - $875.00

Ballroom Orchestra (Our premium show!) – $1,600.00 – 2000.00
Prices include cocktail hour, reception, after dinner and dance as long as
total time does not exceed 4 hours, unless otherwise negotiated.

Ceremonial and Wedding Music
For weddings, should ceremonial music be required, please add $150.00
per player to total cost of band. Seating, bridal march and exit music will
be performed by pianist with, in some cases, bass and flute
accompaniment.
The band will work with the bride and groom or coordinators to
recommend and prepare the required music. If songs other than the
standard classical wedding tunes are required, it’s possible that
arrangements may be necessary. If arrangements are necessary there may
also be a separate fee for the arranger.
Rehearsal fees are $150.00 per player. A good way to save money here is
to have only the pianist attend the rehearsal. In most cases, this will
suffice perfectly and if not, we’ll be sure to advise.
The band is glad to provide the sound system for toasting and short
speeches.
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